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Abstract

The nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) of gluons are known to be difficult
to determine with fits of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and Drell-Yan (DY) data alone.
Therefore, the nCTEQ15 analysis of nuclear PDFs added inclusive neutral pion produc-
tion data from RHIC to help in constraining the gluon. In this analysis, we present a
new global analysis of nuclear PDFs based on a much larger set of single inclusive light
hadron data from RHIC and the LHC. Using our new nCTEQ code (nCTEQ++) with an
optimized version of INCNLO we study systematically the limitations of the theory and
the impact of the fragmentation function uncertainty.

1 Introduction

The QCD parton model has been used with great success to make predictions for experiments
at SLAC, HERA, TeVatron, RHIC and LHC. However, the parton distribution functions necessary
for this cannot be determined perturbatively and the current best option is to fit them in global
QCD analyses. Especially in the case of nuclear PDFs, analyses including only deep inelastic
scattering (DIS) and the Drell-Yan (DY) process data struggle to put strong constraints on the
gluon, since these processes are not directly sensitive to gluons at leading order. To address
this problem we investigate the impact of single inclusive hadron production data, which is
dominated by gluon initiated subprocesses in the kinematic range of the available data.
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1.1 nCTEQ framework

The nCTEQ framework expands the global analyses of proton PDFs towards full nuclei. We
parameterize the effective proton PDFs at an initial scale Q0 = 1.3 GeV as

x f p/A
i (x ,Q0) = c0 x c1(1− x)c2 ec3 x(1+ ec4 x)c5 with ck(A)≡ pk + ak(1− Abk),

where the pk parameters characterize the proton baseline, ak the nuclear modification and
bk the nuclear A dependence. The full nuclear PDFs are then calculated as the sum of Z
effective protons and A− Z effective neutrons assuming isospin symmetry. A full overview of
the framework is provided in [1]. We open the same 19 parameters as in nCTEQ15WZ [2] in
our new fits. The cross sections for inclusive hadron production are calculated via a modified
version of INCNLO [3] that uses precomputed grids for the convolutions without the nuclear
PDFs for improved speed.

1.2 Proton-proton baseline and scale dependence

Before we can include any data of nuclear ratios in our fit we need to make sure that the
proton-proton baseline can be accurately described by our framework.

The computed cross sections depend on two choices: The first choice is the Fragmentation
Function (FF) describing the fragmentation of the initially produced particle into the final
state hadron. These fragmentation functions cannot be calculated perturbatively and need to
be fitted similarly to PDFs. The uncertainty introduced by this is largely mitigated by the fact
that nuclear ratios are used in the fit. Additionally, we compute the uncertainties using the
eigenvectors provided with the FFs and add this to the systematic uncertainties of the data to
account for any remaining effects. In this analysis, we limit ourselves to DSS1 FFs [4,5] in this
analysis and refer to [6] for a comparison with a variety of other FFs.

The second choice are the scales for the initial factorization, renormalization and final fac-
torization. The effect of these can be seen in Fig. 1 which shows the ratio of theory prediction
over data for p+p→ π0+X for different choices of the three scales. Setting all scales equal to
pT/2 allows us to describe all data above pT = 3 GeV if a normalization factor is introduced.
Since the data in the fits will be ratios the normalization factors will cancel.

1.3 Available data

Table 1 lists the nuclear data sets included in this analysis. The data from STAR and PHENIX is
taken at

p
sNN = 200 GeV and the data from ALICE at 5.02 TeV and 8.16 TeV. Cutting the data

below pT = 3 GeV leaves us with 77 (out of 174) ALICE and 32 (out of 77) RHIC data points.
We exclude data of other light hadrons from the analysis due to their larger uncertainties, but
the effect of including eta meson production is investigated in [6].

2 PDF fits with SIH data

The fits are performed with the same data and cuts as nCTEQ15(WZ) for the DIS, DY and WZ
data, while adding the new SIH data with a cut at pT = 3 GeV. We use DSS fragmentation func-
tions and add their uncertainty to the systematic uncertainty of the data. The normalizations
of the SIH data sets are fitted according to the prescription given in [16].

1DSS14 [4] for pions and DSS17 [5] for kaons
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Figure 1: Comparison of different scale choices for predictions of p+ p→ π0 + X
shown as the ratio of theory over data for PHENIX [7] in the upper panel and
ALICE [8] in the lower panel. The theory predictions are calculated using nCTEQ15
proton PDFs with DSS FFs.

Table 1: Overview of the available data sets and number of data points after / before
cuts.

Data set Ref. Observ. No. points

PHENIX π0 [9] RdAu 17/21

PHENIX π± [10] RdAu 0/20

PHENIX K± [10] RdAu 0/15

STARπ0 [11] RdAu 9/13

STAR π± [12] RdAu 8/23

Data set Ref. Observ. No. points

ALICE 5 TeV π0 [13] RpPb 15/31

ALICE 5 TeV π± [14] RpPb 22/58

ALICE 5 TeV K± [14] RpPb 22/58

ALICE 8 TeV π0 [15] RpPb 19/30

2.1 Resulting PDFs

Figure 2 shows the gluon PDFs in lead for the fits with SIH data and their respective baselines.
In both cases the inclusion of SIH data raises the low-x gluon while causing a suppression in
the medium-x region. This effect is less pronounced in the nCTEQ15WZ based fit since the
WZ production data puts additional constraints on the gluon. Adding the DSS uncertainties to
the systematic unceratinties of the data leads to a negligible shift in the fits’ central values, but
does increase the final uncertainty band slightly. Other flavors do not change much in terms
of central values but the uncertainties in the nCTEQ15 based fits increase due to the newly
opened strange quark parameters. A more detailed discussion of those flavors is provided
in [6].

2.2 Quality of the fits

To investigate how well the fits describes the data we take a look at the resulting χ2/Ndo f
values for each process. Table 2 shows these χ2/Ndo f values and the total for the two baseline
fits and the fits including the DSS uncertainties. We see that nCTEQ15 does not deliver a
good description of the WZ data. The value of 1.23 for SIH data does not look bad at first
sight, but including the data sets in the fit shows a tremendous improvement to 0.38 while
also improving the description of the WZ production data. Similarly, adding only the WZ
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Figure 2: Gluon PDFs in lead. The baseline nCTEQ15 (left) / nCTEQ15WZ (right) is
shown in black, the fit with unmodified data is shown in red, and the fit with added
uncertainties from the DSS FFs is shown in green.

data to the nCTEQ15 fit yields a large improvement in the χ2/Ndo f for this process and some
improvement for SIH data suggesting a similar impact on the gluon PDF. Finally, including
both data sets allows a good description of all processes and the best total χ2/Ndo f = 0.85. A
more thorough examination of the fit quality in terms of correlations with individual data sets
and a comparison with other FFs can be found in [6].

Table 2: χ2/Ndo f for the individual processes DIS, DY, WZ, SIH, and the total.
Excluded processes are shown in parentheses. (Note that nCTEQ15 and nCTEQ15WZ
include the neutral pion data from RHIC.)

χ2/Nd.o. f . for individual processes

DIS DY WZ SIH Total

nCTEQ15 0.86 0.78 (3.74) (1.23) 1.28

nCTEQ15+SIH 0.87 0.72 (2.32) 0.38 1.00

nCTEQ15WZ 0.90 0.78 0.90 (0.81) 0.90

nCTEQ15WZ+SIH 0.91 0.77 1.02 0.41 0.85

3 Conclusion

New data on single inclusive hadron (SIH) production from ALICE and RHIC has been in-
corporated into our PDF analysis. We investigated the fragmentation functions uncertainties
and choice of scales, and identified a pT region where reliable perturbative predictions can be
made to help constrain the PDFs. The resulting impact is consistent with that of the colorless
weak boson production data introduced in the nCTEQ15WZ analysis. Good χ2/Ndo f values
are obtained for all data sets and a noticeable impact on the gluon PDF at low to medium
x is observed despite the restrictive pT cut. The gluon distribution flattens out in the region
x ≈ 0.05 and the uncertainties are reduced in this region.

The obtained nCTEQ15WZ+SIH PDFs for a selection of nuclei will be available through
LHAPDF and others can be obtained upon request.
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